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Abstract—Recommendation systems are becoming more and
more present in our daily lives, whether it is for suggesting items
to buy, movies to watch or music to listen. They can be used
in a large number of contexts. In this paper, we propose the
use of a recommendation system in the context of a recruitment
platform. The use of the recommendation system allows to obtain
precise profile recommendations based on the competences of a
candidate to meet the stated requirements and to avoid companies
to have to perform a very time-consuming manual sorting of
the candidates. Thus, this paper presents the context in which
we propose this recommendation system, the data preprocessing,
the general approach based on a hybrid Content-Based Filtering
(CBF) and Similarity Index (SI) system, as well as the means
implemented to reduce the computational cost of such a system
with the increasing evolution of the platform.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, machine learning, recruit-
ment, hybrid recommendation system, collaborative filtering,
similarity index.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is proposing a recommendation system in the
frame of the platform “WisdomOfAge”. It is a web platform
currently under creation which is aiming to connect senior
workers who will be retired or are already retired with
companies. On one hand, seniors fill their resume to describe
their skills, and on another hand, companies can create mission
offers. This platform has dual goals. For seniors, this will allow
them to stay active and keep a social link. For companies, this
will allow them to acquire internally missing skills without
hiring or contracting consulting companies which are often
expensive. The recommendation system will be used to gen-
erate a list of seniors according to the company’s needs when
a company is creating a new mission offer on the website.

This frame is leading to several specific problems for the
recommendation system.

The recommendation system should be operational and able
to propose recommendations starting from the first mission
offer on the website (with the condition that there is at least
one senior registered on the platform corresponding to the need
of the company). The system should be scalable and able to
self-adjust to the number of users registered on the website.
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Another difficulty is the fact that seniors have often a career
which has evolved during their professional life. An experience
done in the beginning of the career is less relevant than an
experience done at the end of the career. The recommendation
system should be able to detect if experience / skill is relevant
to provide suitable recommendations to companies.

The platform will be available in different languages. Com-
panies and seniors will be matched only if they share the same
language but the recommendation system must be able to deal
with text from different languages.

II. STATE OF THE ART

In their paper [1], Anushka Agarwal and Dr. Senthilkumar
present a resume-job recommendation system based on simi-
larity index. They have used cosine similarity to measure the
similarity between a job offer and a resume to rank resume
using the similarity score.

François Mentec, Zoltán Miklós, Sébastien Hervieu and
Thierry Roger propose in their publication [2] a conversational
recommendation system to recommend resumes regarding a
job offer. Their approach seems interesting since their system
is able to discuss with the recruiter to refine the recom-
mendation according to the requirements of the recruiter.
However, their system needs a dataset to be tuned whereas
WisdomOfAge does not have any data for now. Moreover, the
platform does not give the possibility to discuss with compa-
nies to refine recommendation but it could be an interesting
system if this feature could be developed.

In [3], Ravita Mishra and Sheetal Rathi propose a survey of
recommendation system models used in important recruitment
platform like LinkedIn.

In [4], Shaha T. Al-Otaibi and Mourad Ykhlef present a
technical survey in the field of job recommendation system.

In [5], Pradeep Kumar Roya, Sarabjeet Singh Chowdharyb,
Rocky Bhatiab propose an approach based on a classifier
preceding a hybrid system using a content-based filtering (with
cosine similarity) and a similarity index (using kNN).

In [6], Demirtsoglou Georgios, Zisopoulos Xarilaos, Kara-
giannidis Savvas present content-based filtering systems and
then discuss of their advantages and their drawback. They also
present concrete examples currently in place.



In [7] F. Amato et al. propose a comparison of rules
based, support vector machine classifier and Latend Dirilichet
Allocation (LDA) to provides a classification of job offers.

As we can observe in the literature, authors suggest several
ways to propose recommendations in the field of the recruit-
ment.

In one hand, some authors suggest the use of multiclass
classifier model to achieve a classification of the candidates’
profile. Thus, recruiters can filter candidates on the category
attributed by the model. However, it does not allow them to
research for a particular profile. Indeed, all candidates who
belong the same category are considered as “equal”, there is
no notion of ranking. Then, the recruiter should make his own
ranking on the first filtered set.

In other hand, some of them propose systems which provide
a ranking of the candidates based on the similarity between
their profiles and the job offer.

In this paper, we suggest a recommendation system based
on the similarity of the mentors’ profile and the mission
offers. Moreover, the system also use feedback let by precedent
companies to increase its recommendation accuracy.

III. DATA

To provide recommendations, the system has access to:
• Companies’ profiles: activity sector, description
• Mentors’ profiles: educations (dates, degree, faculty, de-

scription), experiences (dates, position, description), skills
• Mission offers: title, category, description, keyword(s),

discipline(s)
• Feedback: rating (0 to 10), description

IV. PREPROCESSING

In first place, it is important to note that it is crucial to
preprocess the text. Indeed, this step is important to avoid a
decrease of performances in most of cases for every machine
learning system. In his paper [8], Ammar Ismael Kadhim
have proposed the following steps: tokenization, stop words
removal, stemming, text document representation and feature
extraction (see Fig.1). This preprocessing pipeline can be
found in numerous text applications and has been already
validated.

Tokenization is a way of separating a piece of text into
smaller units called tokens. Here, tokens can be either words,
characters, or sub words. Hence, tokenization can be broadly
classified into 3 types – word, character, and sub word (n-gram
characters) tokenization [9].

The goal of removing stop words is to minimize the impact
of common and worthless words . The list of stop words
is depending on the language (e.g., in English, stop words
would be “the”, “a”...). Although in some cases, it could be

Fig. 1. Preprocessing pipeline

interesting to remove rare words, they will not be removed in
our context since rare words could outline rare skills.

Stemming step is a replacement of each token by its stem
(it is the token in which prefix and/or suffix is removed).
Nevertheless, there are some discussions to use lemmatization
instead of stemming. Lemmatization is taking the morpholog-
ical form of the word into account, based on a dictionary. The
authors Divya Khyani, Siddhartha B S, Niveditha N M, Divya
B M suggest in their paper [10] that lemmatization tends to
better keep the meaning of the words but is more complex to
be implemented.

It is also important to note that, depending on the language,
stemming and lemmatization can produce interpretation errors
inherent to the principle on which is based each concept. Thus,
[11] provides examples of these errors. We can note that in
Telugu language, stemming generate the same stem for words
“robe” and “I don’t share”. In Greek language, lemmatization
can generate the same lemma for words “imperfective” and
“perfective”.

It would be interesting to study each language case to de-
terminate for which languages lemmatization gives the better
performance and for which stemming performs better.

With text document representation, a numerical vector from
a text is generated. A key element of working with common
machine learning algorithm is that vectors should have the
same length regardless of the text size of the document. Our
system is using the text document representation called bag
of words (BoW). For each document, a vector of the size of
the vocabulary present on our whole corpus (here all mission
offers, companies’ profiles and seniors’ profiles) is generated.
Each box represents the number of occurrences of a token in
the document.

There are also other text document representations such as
GloVe [12], FastText [13], BERT [14] etc. However, these
representations are not available in all languages while Wis-
domOfAge is aiming to expand to several European languages.
It will still be appropriate to study these possibilities to check
if their implementation is or is not a possible option and if
our system would benefit of using them.

The last step called feature extraction aims to show up
the important features. Indeed, BoW only counts the number
of occurrences of each token in a document. However, if a
company or a senior search for / own a particular skill, the
mission offer / senior profile will contain particular words
which are not used frequently in the corpus. Thus, the idea
is to weight the BoW using higher weight for rare words in
the corpus. The weight will be computed using the inverse
document frequency. It will allow our system to detect rare or
particular skills and extract them from the mass of the pool
of mission offers / senior profiles.

Note that text document representation using BoW in addi-
tion with feature extraction using inverse document frequency
is the famous called term frequency – inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF).



V. GENERAL APPROACH

The recommendation system proposed in this paper is a
hybrid recommendation system. It is constituted of recom-
mendation sub systems whose outputs are assembled. Indeed,
each recommendation system has strengths and drawbacks.
Using several sub systems decreases the drawbacks of the
general system to get more elaborate recommendations. There
are several techniques to assemble the results of each sub
system. This point will be discussed in section 5.D. Hybrid
recommendation system.

A. Collaborative Filtering

CF recommendation systems are very popular in the field
of recommendation system. Indeed, they allow accurate rec-
ommendations. However, they suffer of the cold-start problem.
This point will be discussed in section 5.D. Hybrid recommen-
dation system. CF can be divided in two categories: User-based
Collaborative Filtering (UCF) and Item-based Collaborative
Filtering (ICF).

The first category, UCF, is based on the idea that if two
users are similar, they have similar preferences. Thus, systems
based on this principle try to find similarity between users.
This similarity can be established using one or several metrics
on the features described by users. The system then provides
a recommendation list from the items liked by similar users.

The second category, ICF, base its recommendation concept
on the fact that if a user likes an item, he is willing to like
similar items. ICF systems try to find similarities between
items (through features describing items) to propose the more
similar items of the items liked by the user.

In our context, users are companies posting mission offers.
The features which describe these users are the elements of the
companies profiles and the mission offer. On the other side,
items are the seniors registered on the platform, with their
features extracted from their profiles.

From the concept of ICF, we can conclude it is not adequate
to reach our goals, for the following reasons: the first one is
that if a company enjoyed working with a senior and has a
similar need later on, there is a very high probability that the
company will not use the platform to ask for a recommenda-
tion list of seniors. Indeed, the company already owns the list
of recommendation for its first mission with contact details
and will not pay a second time for the same information. If
the company has a different need, there is a low probability
that the senior previously selected for the first mission will
fulfil requirements for the second mission. Moreover, senior
profiles include only technical features. Thus, it is not possible
for now that our system understands the personality part of the
senior that the company has enjoyed. So, without addition of
these nontechnical features, ICF concept is not interesting in
our context.

On the other hand, UCF systems seems to be more suitable
to our needs. Indeed, if a company has enjoyed working with
a senior, there is a high probability that this senior is a good
choice for a similar company with a similar need. In this way,
the choice to focus on the concept of UBF is fully logical. To

do this, we compute the similarity metrics to find the more
similar user to the company which request a recommendation
for a mission offer and weight the similarity regarding the
feedback level given by the other user at the end of their
missions with this user.

B. Similarity Index

The proposed SI recommendation system is comparing
senior profiles with the mission offer of the company. It is
about to provide a list of seniors with the highest similarity to
the mission offer. To achieve this, each element of the senior
profile is compared one by one to the mission offer (each skill,
each education, each experience).

For the skill part, the similarity is weighted by the level
assigned to the skill by the senior. However, this level is
not treated in an absolute way but in a relative way. Indeed,
evaluation of skill can differ from one person to another. Thus,
the weight credited to the skill is relative to the weights that
the senior has credited to these other skills. The idea is to
detect more important skill of the senior.

For the education and experience part, each similarity is
weighted by a weight which is computed depending on the
duration of the education/experience and on the time from
when the experience ended.

C. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

As stated in the introduction, the recommendation system
should be scalable. Moreover, it should be able to work in a
classic server without particular calculation power. Up to here,
the two proposed subsystems can work properly with a limited
number of persons registered on the platform. However, with
the expected growth of the platform, these solutions could be
too greedy in calculation resources to work within acceptable
time frame.

Thus, to keep the time to return the recommendations
reasonable, companies, seniors and mission offers will be daily
clustered using LDA which is a soft clustering method, that is
elements are not part of one cluster but belong to all clusters
with a specific percentage.

When a company will post a new mission offer, the percent-
age of subscription to each cluster is computed. Then, the two
subsystems do not work with all the data of the platform but
only those from the clusters which are the more representative
of the mission offer (in other term, the clusters for which the
percentage of subscription is the highest).

D. Hybrid recommendation system

In one hand, CF is more likely to produce accurate recom-
mendation. Indeed, it does not base its recommendations only
on objectives and mentors’ description but also on the feed-
back given by companies. This principle allows CF to capture
more information from the phenomena. However, CF suffers
from cold start. It is not able to give recommendations without
feedback at the beginning and is not able to recommend a new
mentor who does not have feedback. In other hand, SI is less
accurate but will not suffers from the cold start.



Thus, we suggest to combine both CF and SI in a hybrid
recommendation system to overcome the drawbacks of both
systems. We propose a weighted sum to combine the output of
each subsystem. In other words, the output of each subsystem
is weighted and summed to obtain a unique score to rank
mentors. The overview of the complete system is proposed in
Fig.2.

The use of a weighted sum and not a equal weight sum
is important to control the weight given to each subsystem
along the life cycle of the platform. Indeed, at the beginning,
CF will not be able to propose a lot of accurate recommen-
dations since there will be only few feedback. But with the
growth of the platform, CF will become able to give complete
recommendations list without the help of the SI. In this way,
new mentors will never be recommended. Thus, decreasing
the weight of the CF over time will overcome this problem.

VI. SIMILARITY MEASURE

The two subsystems measure similarity between two vectors
which represent text information. To measure this similarity,
the most known solution is the cosine similarity. However,
some authors suggest noticeable improvements with the use
of more elaborate methods. For example, Shereen Albitar,
Sébastien Fournier and Bernard Espinasse suggest in their
paper [15] the use of SemIDF or SemTFIDF for measuring
the similarity between two vectors which represent text in the
context of a classification task. It allows them to achieve better
performances than with simple cosine similarity. Thus, it will
be necessary to assess these methods to decide if they could
lead to an improvement of our system performances.

After similarity evaluation, the score is weighted according
to the element. Indeed, it can be relevant to apply different
weights for the different elements of comparison. As part of
CF, it corresponds to assess the importance of the description
of the company, its sector of activity and the description of
the mission offer. For the SI, it corresponds to assess the
importance of skills, educations and experiences.

VII. SYSTEM EVALUATION

A. Labeled data

One problem is that we are facing of a lack of labeled data to
evaluate the model. Indeed, the platform being in development,
we do not have past data of its activity. To collect labeled data,

Fig. 2. Recommendation system synoptic

the platform will add a feature to allow companies to label data
in exchange of a discount on the website. Concretely, when
a company will accept to participate, the user will be asked
to create an objective linked to its activity sector. After this
step, a long list of mentor’s profiles will be exposed and the
company will label each mentor regarding its skills to achieve
the objective (label could be ”relevant” or ”irrelevant”).

B. Evaluation metrics

It exists a large range of metrics to evaluate the classification
results of recommendation systems. These metrics can be
classified into two categories: Decision support metrics and
ranking-based metrics. In the first one, the ranking of the item
is not taken into consideration. In the second, errors are more
penalized if there are in the top of the recommendations. Since
the platform will propose the mentors’ profiles in a vertical
list, companies will probably start by taking a look on the
first mentor, then the second etc. In this way, using a ranking-
based metric is necessary. The Mean Average Precision (MAP)
is a good choice regarding our context.

First, we define the Average Precision (AP) to evaluate a
recommendations list for a single objective:

AP@N(o) =
1

min(m(o), N)

min(m(o),N)∑
k=1

P (k) ∗ rel(k) (1)

where:
• o is the given objective for which we request recommen-

dations
• N is the number of recommended mentors by the recom-

mendation system
• m(o) is the number of relevant mentors in the dataset for

the given objective
• P(k) is the number of relevant mentors in the k first rec-

ommended mentors divided by k (known as precision@k)
• rel(k) is an indicator function. It is equal to 1 if the kth

recommended mentor is relevant, 0 otherwise

Note that we have slightly changed the AP formula. In-
deed, the business plan of the platform imposes to give N
recommendations for each request as long as there are at least
N relevant mentors registered on the platform regarding the
request . Thus, we have changed the N in the initial formula
by min(m(o), N) to ensure that the metric does not penalize
a request for which there is not enough relevant mentors to
achieve a complete recommendations list of size N.

We can now define the MAP to evaluate the recommenda-
tions list for all our test objectives:

MAP@N(O) =
1

size(O)

∑
o∈O

AP@N(o) (2)

where:
• O are the given objectives for which we request recom-

mendations (one by objective)



In addition to the MAP which evaluate the classification
results of our system, we will also introduce another metric:
the coverage. The coverage is the total number of recom-
mended mentors for all our test objectives divided by the total
number of mentors available in the platform. This metric is
important to ensure that our recommendation system will not
always recommend the same mentor (even if these mentors
are relevant).

Since we will have a small dataset, it will be impossible at
the beginning to have a complete coverage since some mentors
could be irrelevant for all our test objectives. Thus, we will
focus to maximize in first place the MAP while keeping a look
on the coverage to ensure that a little improvement on the MAP
will not induce an important decrease of the coverage.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a general approach for
a scalable recommendation system in a particular context.
This context raises specific issues involving technical choices.
To overcome these constraints, we suggest a hybrid recom-
mendation system based on a collaborative filtering and a
similarity index. During the implementation of the system, it
will remains to bring answers to the pending choices, as for
example for the choice between stemming and lemmatization
according to the languages or the interest of more sophisticated
similarity measure than the cosine similarity.
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